The Richard Doll Seminars in Public Health and Epidemiology
Nuffield Department of Population Health, University of Oxford

Michaelmas (Oct to Dec) 2015 on Tuesdays, 1-2pm
Lecture Theatre, Richard Doll Building, Old Road Campus

13th Oct  Professor Lucilla Poston
Division of Women's Health, King's College London
Obesity in pregnancy: of mice and women

20th Oct  Dr Ben Goldacre
Department of Primary Care Health Sciences, University of Oxford
Bad Science, AllTrials, and Big Data

27th Oct  Professor Sir Michael Rawlins
UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
Streamlining clinical research

3rd Nov  Professor David Brenner
Center for Radiological Research, Columbia University Medical Center
The benefits and risks associated with CT scans

10th Nov  Dr Manjinder Sandhu
Department of Public Health and Primary Care, University of Cambridge
The African Partnership for Chronic Disease Research (APCDR)

17th Nov  Professor John Gallacher
Institute of Primary Care and Public Health, University of Cardiff
The Dementias Platform UK: integrating epidemiology and experimental medicine

24th Nov  Professor Cyrus Cooper
MRC Lifecourse Epidemiology Unit, University of Southampton, and Nuffield Department of Orthopaedics, Rheumatology and Musculoskeletal Sciences, University of Oxford
Prevention of osteoporotic fracture across the lifecourse

1st Dec  Professor Zhengming Chen
Nuffield Department of Population Health, University of Oxford
China Kadoorie Biobank: from population health to drug development

All welcome
Conveners: Emily Sammons and Dexter Canoy
Email: rdseminars@ctsu.ox.ac.uk; Web: www.ceu.ox.ac.uk/seminars Twitter: twitter.com/rdseminars